We study a routing problem that arises on SIMD parallel architectures whose communication network forms a toroidal mesh. We assume there exists a set of k message descriptors 
Introduction
The issue of routing messages in a parallel computer network has attracted a considerable amount of attention. A host of problem variations exist. For example, some models presume that every processor i holds a number and that one wishes to implement some permutation (e.g., [6] ). Another variation is to assume that each processor i has a list of messages each of which is destined for an arbitrary processor, this is known as "all-to-all personalized communication" [4] . Our problem is a constrained case of all-to-all personalized communication, on an n × m toroidal mesh. It is also a constrained case of the general "compiled communication" problem studied in Ill, where the problem is to construct a communication schedule for an irregular computation.
To begin with, in our problem, we can always describe a message's destination in terms of the offset in both mesh dimensions X and Y of the source processor. Thus, a pair (x, y) describes a message's routing requirements.
Observe however that a message needn't travel exactly x units in the X dimension and y in the Y--because of wrap-around, it may equally well choose to travel m -x units in X and/or n -y units in Y. Now imagine a parallel computation where every processor performs the same computation, but on different data.
Further suppose that the pattern of messages every processor sends is the same, e.g., patterns associated with discretization stencils [7] . We may thus describe the communication requirements of the entire computation in terms of the offsets {(x_, yl),..., (x_, Yk)} of the k messages a single processor sends. We will say that the n × m different messages with a common offset pair are aH isomorphic.
Every processor has four communication ports, referenced as North, East, West, and South (N, E, W, and S). We assume the communication links are full-duplex. We are interested in SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) architectures, where processors execute the same instruction stream in lock-step. Unless the architecture provides special support for local indirect addressing (which is much slower even when provided), an implication of SIMD processing is that at every instant, the set of messages maving through all ports of a common type (e.g., N) are isomorphic. We desire a routing schedule that minimizes the time required to complete the communication, i.e., the makespan.
We will examine variations of the problem, finding they have a surprising range of complexities. The variations derive from assumptions concerning how many communication ports may be active at a time, and whether a message must be fully routed once it begins moving or if it can be temporarily buffered at an intermediate processor.
The assumptions and associated complexities are given below.
• We can distinguish the situations in which a task requires identical service at either common function machine, or has different service requirements that depend on the machine.
Our problem is a special case of the latter.
In particular, we assume that for each pair of common function machines there exists an integer c (c = m for N-S, c = n for E-W) such that a task with demand xi requires xi units on one machine and c -xi units on the other.
In this case we will say that the machines give complementary service.
In the remainder we will refer to problem variations by the following names.
PI:
Only one machine (out of all four) may be executing at a time.
P2: All four machines may execute simultaneously, jobs may be suspended, common function machines give complementary service. For notational simplicity, assume 3:1, x2,.
P3:
•., xk are in nondecreasing order;
a t _O;a 7 _0;i_l;j*--k;
a, _ max{at,a1}; 3. f : X U Y --* 1V is the combination of fx and ft.
We recognize a + as accumulating the first term in al, and a i-as accumulating the second. Given the sorted ordering of the xi's, the algorithm finds a turning point t, where We see from the above discussion that a_ and c_, the optimal values of al and ct2, can be obtained by algorithm A in thne O(klog k), while a_, the Optimal value of a3, can be obtained by choosing min{xl, m -xi} for task Xi and min{yi, n -yi} for task Y/. However, the difficulty we face is that these optimalities may not be achieved at the same time, i.e., the assignment minimizing a_' and a_ may not be consistent with the assignment minimizing a;. To highlight the differences we will say that f(Xi)
where a* max{a_, a_, a_}. In the example in FIG. 4 
The next three results serve to constrain the number of switches we must consider. 
Considering all combinations of possiblechanges to fx and possible changes to fv requires time 0((_). (_)) = O(k6).
We describe this algorithm for problem P'2 formally as follows. 
Then in the sorted list discard those choices no greater than their left neighbors, yielding 
We can then check the IYRI feasible definitions of F with Vy = {f(Yi), f(_)} as defined above.
Case 2 
# Vy
Time 1 {f(Y1)} (f(Y2)} O(k) 2 {f(Ya),f(_)},i ¢ 1 {f(Y2)} O(k) 3 {f(Ve),f(Yj)},Vf(Yj) E YR,J ¢ 2 {f(Y_),f(Yi)},i 7_ 1
O(klogk)
In the second and third situations, we only need to check those feasible definitions
In the third situation, we can avoid checking all O(k 2) combinations of f(Xi) E XR with i ¢ 1 and f(l_) E YR with j ¢ 2 by using the same method developed in the sixth situation of subcase (b) in Case 1.
(b) IfDx = {f(X1)}, and Dr = _, then Ux = {f(X1)}, and Vx = {f(xd),vf(xd xR. Consider the following feasible definitions of F.
In the second and third situations, we only need to check those feasible definitions of
In the third situation, we use a method similar to that in the sixth situation of subcase (b) in Case 1 to avoid checking all O(k 2) combinations of f(X,) E XR and f(Yj) E YR. The only differences are that a2(Ur,
(c) If Dx = {f(Xl)}, and Dr = {/(Yt,)}, where h is a fixed index equal to or not equal
The reason why j # i in the fifth situation is that if f(Yi) E YR and we let V), = {f(Yi)},
indicates the resulting assignment is even worse than the original assignment without any switches.
The method used in the sixth situation of subcase (b) in Case 1 can be applied to the third, fifth and seventh situations in this subcase to achieve the O(klogk) bound. In the eighth situation, if we check all combinations of f(Xi) E XR and f(Yj), f(}_) E })_, there will be O(k 3) possibilities. We will show that not all combinations need to be examined.
Our goal is to choose f(Yj),f(l_) E YR for each fixed f(Xi) E XR so as to minimize 
the remaining pairs in the list, which altogether takes O(klog k) time. In the above process, In the following discussion, we assume Vx = {f(Xi)), where i _ 2.
Second, we do not need to consider those situations where Vx = {f(Xi)}, for which
We also have
We can show that 
Similar to the previous subcase is also bounded by Case 3:
IBxI -2.
By Lemma 7, [Dx[ _< 1 and [Dy[ _< 1, and if there is a disastrous choice in fx, there is also a disastrous choice in fy. We consider two subcases: (a) [Dx[ = 0 and [Dy[ = 1; and (b) [Dx[ = 1 and [Dy[ = 1. subcases, the number of situations we need to check in this o(k log k).
(a) If Dx = ¢, and Dr = {f(Yl)}, then by Lemma 7 f(X1) E XR, and Vy, if nonempty,
which implies that the resulting a is even larger than that for f. So there is no potential switches in fx. Consider the following feasible definitions of F. 
Taking the above facts into account, we only need to consider the following feasible definitions of F.
We check the fourth and fifth situations only when f(Y2) E YR, and f(X.2)
In the eighth and ninth situations, we only need to check those combinations with Vx = {f(X/)},
We shall prove that there is at lnost one such f(Xi).
Assume there are two, say, f(Xi) and f(Xj).
We have 
However, we know f(X,) + f(X2) < a_' _< a*, and f(Y1) + f(Y2) <_ a_ <_ a*, therefore,
This is a contradiction. Therefore, al(U,V') < al(U,V), and it has fewer bad choices. Wily not try a_(U, V')?
In other words, the choices in V -V t do not have to be switched to the opposite column since this does not lower al, and instead creates some new bad choices. | LEMMA 4 All members of Ux and Uy are potential switches.
PROOF.
As declared earlier, we only prove the lemma for Ux, and omit the subscript X.
If 
> rrt, which is impossible.
•
